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Managing the Unknown Patient: Care
Management for Medicaid and
Exchange Populations
by Mike Myers
critical step in successfully managing a patient population is determining
which patients need intensive care management. Given limited resources
and funds, health plans and health systems need to focus on those patients
who are at highest risk for poor outcomes and would most benefit from one-on-one
coaching and assistance in managing chronic diseases, complying with medication
regimens and navigating the healthcare system.
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In Medicare and commercial populations, identifying high-risk patients tends to be a
straightforward, ongoing data analytics exercise. Health plans typically have a
plethora of claims data on these members. Using sophisticated risk models, they can
quickly weigh hundreds of variables (e.g., medical diagnoses and procedures,
number of hospital admissions, prescription orders) to accurately sort Medicare or
commercial population into cohorts—from complex, high-risk patients to healthy, lowrisk patients.
But this rapid, quantitative approach is not always possible with newly insured
Medicaid and exchange members. They tend not to have a data trail that can be
evaluated because they have not been insured for some time and have no recent
claims data. Nor do many of these patients have a primary care physician who could
fill in the holes in their medical history. For example, one West Coast health plan
found that a significant majority of its new Medicaid population did not have or had not
seen a primary care physician.
However, over the past several decades, a lot has been learned about getting to
know, identify and work with these so-called “super-utilizers” to improve their clinical
outcomes and reduce their use of expensive, unnecessary health resources. What is
needed is a high-touch, relationship-oriented approach that takes advantage of
predictive analytics as much as possible, while relying on compassionate, diligent
nurse care managers at the front lines to establish trusting bonds with members.
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by Jade Wood
opulation health is a call to action based upon the interrelationship of health and individuals, stressing equitable and
efficient outcomes. Although many medical centers are rightfully prioritizing patient- and family-centered care and
holistic, integrated delivery models in order to achieve coordinated, proactive, value-based health management, there is
often an oversight: Healthcare employee well-being is habitually ignored.
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The U.S. health system, while incenting and delivering population health in many notable ways, will continually lack a completely executed strategy if the importance and impact of employee health is not factored directly into the equation. Healthcare
leaders must recognize that providing high-quality, safe and timely patient care is rooted in employee health and well-being.
The misalignment of healthcare employees’ own health is staggering. Hospital employees, compared to employees in other
industries, have 9% higher healthcare costs, are 5% above the national average on obesity and are more likely to be
hospitalized for chronic conditions.1 How can medical professionals embrace the shifting paradigm toward prevention and
lifestyle in treating prevailing chronic conditions and influence positive behaviors in their patients if they are not embracing
healthy habits themselves?
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